Rivers Vocabulary Matching Game
Match the word to its definition by writing the correct word in the box.

solid matter which settles to the bottom of a liquid,
for example the sandy riverbed

a barrier built to hold back water and form
a reservoir

clay, fine sand or other material carried along in
water and deposited as sediment

the place where a river opens out into the sea or
into another river or lake

a smaller river or stream flowing in to join or feed
a larger river

the land beside or sloping down to a river

the gradual destruction of something, usually the
earth by water

a rounded bowl in a landscape where water such
as a lake may be pooled

a large, usually artificial lake used to supply water

following a winding path or course that is
specifically not straight or direct

the area of land around a river where the ground
lies very low and is easily flooded

the beginning or starting point of a river or stream

bank

basin

dam

floodplain

erosion

tributary

meander

mouth

reservoir

sediment

silt

source

For a fantastic work of fiction based on rivers, download the Twinkl Originals short story ‘Sabryna and the River Spirit’ here. Follow Sabryna as
she travels downstream, learning all about how her community can live alongside the river without damaging the environment.
visit twinkl.com

Rivers Vocabulary Matching Game - Answers
sediment

solid matter which settles to the bottom of a liquid,
for example the sandy riverbed

dam

a barrier built to hold back water and form
a reservoir

silt

clay, fine sand or other material carried along in
water and deposited as sediment

mouth

the place where a river opens out into the sea or
into another river or lake

tributary

a smaller river or stream flowing in to join or feed
a larger river

bank

the land beside or sloping down to a river

erosion

the gradual destruction of something, usually the
earth by water

basin

a rounded bowl in a landscape where water such
as a lake may be pooled

reservoir

a large, usually artificial lake used to supply water

meander

following a winding path or course that is
specifically not straight or direct

floodplain

the area of land around a river where the ground
lies very low and is easily flooded

source

the beginning or starting point of a river or stream
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Match the word to its definition by writing the correct word in the box.

solid matter which settles to the bottom of a liquid, for
example the sandy riverbed

a barrier built to hold back water and form a reservoir

clay, fine sand or other material carried along in water
and deposited as sediment

the place where a river opens out into the sea or into
another river or lake

a triangle shape created by sediment being left by
the mouth of a river, where it separates into multiple
smaller outlets

the land beside or sloping down to a river

the gradual destruction of something, usually the
earth by water

a rounded bowl in a landscape where water such as a
lake may be pooled

a large, usually artificial lake used to supply water

following a winding path or course that is specifically
not straight or direct

the wide part of a river before it joins the sea; fresh
water from the flowing river mixes with salt water from
the sea due to a current

the beginning or starting point of a river or stream

the area of land around a river where the ground lies
very low and is easily flooded

a smaller river or stream flowing in to join or feed a
larger river

bank

basin

dam

delta

erosion

estuary

floodplain

meander

mouth

reservoir

sediment

silt

source

tributary

For a fantastic work of fiction based on rivers, download the Twinkl Originals short story ‘Sabryna and the River Spirit’ here. Follow Sabryna as
she travels downstream, learning all about how her community can live alongside the river without damaging the environment.
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sediment

solid matter which settles to the bottom of a liquid, for
example the sandy riverbed

dam

silt

clay, fine sand or other material carried along in water and
deposited as sediment

mouth

delta

a triangle shape created by sediment being left by the mouth
of a river, where it separates into multiple smaller outlets

bank

the land beside or sloping down to a river

the gradual destruction
earth by water

basin

a rounded bowl in a landscape where water such as a lake
may be pooled

meander

following a winding path or course that is specifically not
straight or direct

erosion
reservoir

of

something,

usually

the

a large, usually artificial lake used to supply water

estuary

the wide part of a river before it joins the sea; fresh water
from the flowing river mixes with salt water from the sea
due to a current

source

floodplain

the area of land around a river where the ground lies very
low and is easily flooded

tributary

a barrier built to hold back water and form a reservoir
the place where a river opens out into the sea or into
another river or lake

the beginning or starting point of a river or stream

a smaller river or stream flowing in to join or feed a
larger river
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solid matter which settles to the bottom of a liquid, for
example the sandy riverbed

a barrier built to hold back water and form a reservoir

clay, fine sand or other material carried along in water
and deposited as sediment

the place where a river opens out into the sea or into
another river or lake

the point where two rivers, usually of a similar size,
meet and merge

a lake formed when a bend in a river has been cut off and
the river now flows straight, leaving behind a curved lake

a triangle shape created by sediment being left by the mouth
of a river, where it separates into multiple smaller outlets

the land beside or sloping down to a river

the gradual destruction of something, usually the
earth by water

a rounded bowl in a landscape where water such as a lake
may be pooled

a large, usually artificial lake used to supply water

following a winding path or course that is specifically not
straight or direct

the wide part of a river before it joins the sea; fresh water
from the flowing river mixes with salt water from the sea
due to a current

the beginning or starting point of a river or stream

the area of land around a river where the ground lies
very low and is easily flooded

a smaller river or stream flowing in to join or feed
a larger river

bank

basin

confluence

dam

delta

erosion

estuary

floodplain

meander

mouth

oxbow lake

reservoir

sediment

silt

source

tributary

For a fantastic work of fiction based on rivers, download the Twinkl Originals short story ‘Sabryna and the River Spirit’ here. Follow Sabryna as
she travels downstream, learning all about how her community can live alongside the river without damaging the environment.
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Rivers Vocabulary Matching Game - Answers
sediment

solid matter which settles to the bottom of a liquid, for
example the sandy riverbed

dam

silt

clay, fine sand or other material carried along in water and
deposited as sediment

mouth

the place where a river opens out into the sea or into
another river or lake

confluence

the point where two rivers, usually of a similar size,
meet and merge

oxbow lake

a lake formed when a bend in a river has been cut off and
the river now flows straight, leaving behind a curved lake

delta

a triangle shape created by sediment being left by the mouth
of a river, where it separates into multiple smaller outlets

bank

the land beside or sloping down to a river

erosion

the gradual destruction of something, usually the
earth by water

basin

a rounded bowl in a landscape where water such as a lake
may be pooled

meander

following a winding path or course that is specifically not
straight or direct

reservoir

a large, usually artificial lake used to supply water

estuary

the wide part of a river before it joins the sea; fresh water
from the flowing river mixes with salt water from the sea
due to a current

source

floodplain

the area of land around a river where the ground lies very
low and is easily flooded

tributary

a barrier built to hold back water and form a reservoir

the beginning or starting point of a river or stream
a smaller river or stream flowing in to join or feed a
larger river
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